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Effects of active magnetic fi
triggered pacemake rst-r11 A
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BAKER"' *Departments of Surgery, The Washington Hospital Center, Washington. D.C. 20010,
and The George \Vasliington University School of Jledicine, Washington D.C. 200.37: "''''federal
Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C. 20590; ***and Consultant, Federal Aviation
Administration
SMYTH, NICHOLAS P. D., JOHN l\·1. KESHISHIAN,
OLIVER C. HOOD, ARCHlE A. HOFFMAN, EDWARD PODOLAK, AND NORMAN R. BAKER
Effects of acti-ve mugnetic fields on perm(t•
nently implanted triggered pacemakers. Med.
Instrum. 7: 189-195, 1973.-Among 'the many methods

makers were exposed to magnetic fields generated by
fixed and portable weapons detectors. l\lagnctic fields
ranged in frequency from 100 Hz to 450 kHz with
strengths of 0.5 to 1.35 gauss (zero to peak). Continuous
telemetric ECG monitoring and recording were carried
out on each patient during the test. Conventional
considered for the prevention of airplane hijacking is the · ventricular unipolar and bipolar triggered pacemakers
use of active magnetometers as weapons detectors. (R-,,,ave inhibited or R-wave synchronous) were comPreliminary studies in vitro suggested that triggered pletely unaffected.·· Unconventional, more sensitive
pacemakers might he affected by these devices. A systems used for atrial, A-V synchronous, and A-V
clinical study in patients was therefore w1dertaken sequential pacing were minimally affected. The effects,
before introducing these devices for general use. at however, were not clinically significant. Passengers with
airports. Fifty.:f,rn patients with triggered ventricular, any of the permanent pacemakers tested should suffer
atrial, A-V synchronous, and A-V sequential pace-
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pacemaker; magnetometer; weapons detector; unipolar; bipolar; electromagnetic; A-V sequential pacing system; A-

·v synchronous pacing system
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HE PROBLEM OF AIRCRAFT HIJACKING has become a
major one for airlines and for the Federal Aviation
.Administration. In an attempt to detect illegally armed
passengers. several methods have been used, including
application of intelligence data, hijacker . profiles, passive
magnetometers, and physical search. One of the newer
methods developed involves the use of an active magnetometer developed by Westinghouse for the Federal Aviation
Administration.
Before using such a device in airports. it was necessary to
· determine whether it would harm passengers with perma. nently implanted pacemakers. _Preliminary studies were

carried out by Mallick (I) at Westinghouse Research Laboratories, in which Cordis, General Electric, and l\tedtronic
pacemakers were tested in vitro. All pacemakers were tested
in a saline bath connected to a 500-n resistor and exposed to
the active magnetic field of the Westinghouse Weapons
Detector or a similar field. The tests showed that triggered
pacemakers are more affected than fixed-rate pacemakers
and that _unipolar systems are more affected than bipolar
systems. in no case did any of the pacemakers slow down or
stop. A few showed a small increase in rate at fieid '-lrengths
of 1.35 G (gauss) and above.
Tests in vivo have been carried out by l\liller (::!) using
Cordis triggered pacemakers in calves exposed to 60-H z
'Received for publication May 23, 1972.
magnetic fielcis. Increases in rate and loss of synchrony
2 Supported by The Potomac Fund for Cardiovascular
Research occurred when the animals were exposed to magnetic fields
and by Contract #DOT-FA71WA-2578 from the Federal Aviation of 6 G or higher. These field strengths are greater than any
Administration, Washington. D.C.
, · used in or planned for a weaoons detector.
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ACTIVE i\lAGNETIC FIELDS ErFECTS

Frorn the National Heart Hospital in London. Sutton (6)
has reported a clinical study of 18 patients exposed to the
ei.:-~,trnmagnetic field of the Riwosa portable metal detector.
Ntlne of the pacemakers tested were affected by the unit.
These preliminary studies suggested that if there were to
be a signiticant effect, it should be evident in patients with
triggered pacemakers, more likely in unipolar than in bipolar
units. We therefore undertook to study patients with triggered pacemakers, predominantly of the unipolar configuration. using fixed and portable electromagnetic metal
detectors.
The study was conducted for the Federal Aviation Administration. and all tests were carried out in the Aviation
Medicine Clinic at Federal Aviation Administration headquarters in Washington. D.C.
Because the test center was established in Washington.
D.C., it was thought desirable that the patients to be studied
reside in the Greater Metropolitan Area. This made it easier
to obtain patient volunteers and avoid costly and timeconsuming problems involved in bringing patients long distances for study. It did result in a preponderance of
pacemakers of one manufacturer in the study. However. as
long as the study group contained a significant number of
unipolar pacemakers and several "sensitive·· unipolar pacemakers to provide a '"worst case .. situation. we did not
consider it necessary to study every make of pacemaker. To
do so would have added greatly to the time taken to
complete the study without a proportional increase in knowledge.

Materials and Methods
WEAPONS DETECTORS

Westin>:/11111.H' Model WD-4. This weapons detector pro-

duces

a

three-axis.

two-frequency

electromagnetic

field

s·:·:·~o--,

F10. l. Block diagram of three-axis electromagnetic fields of the WD-4
Weapons Detector.

to-peak electromagnetic field in the center of the passway is
in the order of 0.5 G. The field reaches a maximum intensity
of .1.3 G (zero-to-peak) near the top of one end of the
passway as the passenger leaves the unit. As each individual
passes through. measurements are made of eddy current loss
and magnetic effect (change in inductance) caused by the
metal carried on the person ( Fig. 2). By measuring these two
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research laboratories of Henry Ford Hospital. Dctroil. and The
George Washington University Hospilal. He is a diplomate of the
Americ,in Board of Surgery and of !he Board of Thoracic Surg.:ry,
Dr. Smylh b a Former chief of surgery at SI. Elizabe1h·s Hospital.
Washington. D.C.. and former chairman. Ocpanment of Surgery.
Washington Hospital Center. He eum:ntly is associate clinical
professor of surgery at The George Washingllln University School of
l\lcdicinc. senior alt ending in thoracic surgery al the Wa~hing!On
HospiUtl Crnrcr. and consullant in thoracic surgery al St. Elizabeth"s
Ho~piral and the National Heart & Lung ln,litute. NIH. Bethesda.
l\laryland. For several years he has been Jirector of surgic,il re,earch
at the Wa,hington Hospital Center. Dr. S111y1h has been actively
cng,1ged in n::,c;irch on bo1h !he e.xpcri1m::ntal anu clinical h::vels
throughoul his professional career. He ha, publi~hcd extt'nsively in
!he tielu, of carui:,c tkfects and cardiac.: surgery. heart pacemakers.
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preparing. along with his a.s,ociatc. Dr. John fs.t·,hi,hian. a text onthor.teic trauma.°'
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within a space th~ough which individuals pass while being
screened for excess metal and weapons (Fig. I). The
frequencies are approximately 100 and 1.000 Hz. The zero-
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FIG. 2. Wc,1ingh1.lusc WIJ-4 Weapl,ns Delec.:tor showing p;,s''"'Y and
control console.
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quant1t1es :1t both a low and high frequency in the auJio
Figure 6. The characteristics of these components are as
range. il is Pl)SSibk to Jiscriminate between thick and thin
follows:
metals anJ ferrous anJ nonferrous materials. anJ to sense
_the presence of metal in excess of normal arnounts. From
these mea,urements. signatures for various rnaterials can be
MIXER
AMP
obtained.
Two ponahk t111its were also tested.
Fcdaal Tr<111.1ji-is/.:a #6010." This is a hand-held. batteryoperated search unit that scans the subject from a distance of, FIG. 5. Block diagram of circuit of Rens Squealer.
5 inches. An o~cillating circuit of 10 kHz is coupled to a loop
detector. Differences in freqt1c11cy are fed to a speaker. and a
variable audible response is obtained. The field strength is
0.5 G at source (Fig. 3).
Analog Output To
R,cord11, tit.
Rens Si/lll!alcr. ~ This is also a hand-held. battery-operated
PartC
unit (Fig. 4). There are two oscillating circuits operating at
450 kHz. The field strength of the coil is approximately 0.5 G
with rapid drop-off moving away from the coil. One of the
oscillating circuits is coupled to a loop detector. Changes in
frequency alter the speaker squeal pitch ( Fig. 5).
Subcerrier
PanE
Oisz:riminator

DATA ACQL"JSITI01' SYSTEM

The data acquisition system consisted of conventional
telemetry equipment.;; a band-pass filter.~ an ECG recorder.;
and an oscilloscope monitor! A block diagram of. the five
components of the transmiller and receiver is shown in

Subcarrier
Oicillator

Port 8

i
Ce

,1"

Pan D

t.-

Telemetry
Reaive<

'
·~

l""

-~:-,
Signal Condition,r
Amplifier

Part A

FIG. 6. Block diagram of telemetry system.

Part A -signal rn11ditio11cr. The signal conditioner is basically an amplifier having the frequency response and gain
required for its particular application, i.e., the ECG amplifier
i\lodel 2100 used has a gain of 100 and a frequency response
of0.I to 100 Hz.
Part B-s11bcarri£'1" oscillator. This part of the system is the
means by which multichannel transmission is possible. The
only difference among any of the 18 available oscillators is
the amount of band width or frequency response they can
handle. Channel 12, with a center frequency of 10 . .5 kHz and
a band width of 160 Hz. was used in our system.
FrG. 4. Rens Squealer portable weapons detector.
Part C_;__trw1s111ittcr. This is an FM radio transmiller ,,ith a
power outr,ut limit of 50 µv/m at 50 feet. The working range
"Federal Laboratories. Inc .. Saltsburg. Pa. 15681.
from the r~ceiver is up to 200 feet; the operating frequency
•Rens Manufacturing Co .. Creswell. Ore. 974::!6.
used in this study was 239 l\l Hz.
"Transmitter l\lodel 2100 (::!01). Serial S-16::!: Receiver Model 4::!00.
Part D-1·eceirer. This is a conventional FM receiver with
Bio-Sentry Telemetry Inc .. Torrance. Calif.
a frequency range· of2 I 5 to 260 MHz.
"Band,Pass Filter l\lodel 330-A. Serial 1535. Krohn-Hite Corp ..
Part E-subcarricr discri111i11ator. This provide~ an an;11l1g
580 ;\lassachusetts,\ve .. Cambridge. l\lass. 02139.
output
signal for each channel which can be fcJ directly into
•r-.todel 100. Serial ::!937. Sanborn Div. Hewlett-Packard Co., 175
a
recorder,
etc. Each telemetry system requires one tran,mitWyman. Waltham. :"-.lass. O::! 154.
.
ter and one receiver. A signal conditioner. subcarrier. o~cilla"Type 50::! Dual-Beam Oscilloscope. Serial 005298. Tektronix Inc ..
'tor. and .discriminator are required for each channd 111 a
. Tektronix Industrial Park; Beaverton. Ore. 97005.
FIG. 3. Federal Transfrisker portable weapons detector.
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s,·stem. One channel was used in our system for a single
ECG signal. The complete system is shown diagrammatically
in Figure 7.
The frequency response of the signal conditione r in the
telcnietry transmitter is 0.1 to 100 Hz. Because of the
presence of the low frequency, approxima tely 100 Hz in the
weapons detector. provisions were made for inserting a bandpass filter in the system so that "filter in"' and "all pass•·
condi1io1is could be obtained. The pass-band for the "filter
in .. condition was 2.0 to 45 Hz, and the "all pass" condition
was from less than 1.0 to greater than 200 Hz.
The use of telemetry equipment for monitoring the ECG
offered two advantages over the convention al hard-wire
patient cable attachment to an ECG recorder. First, telemetry- provided greater mobility for the patient during passage
through the enclosure housing the magnetome ter. Because
the passway is fairly narrow to ensure examinatio n of
boarding passengers one at a time, trailing cables through the
passway would have made it very difficult for a patient to
simulate the walk through the passway taken by a passenger
boarding an aircraft. Second. it was anticipated that long
leads in the passway could have induced in themselves more
of the interfering 100-Hz signal that was present to a small
degree even in the telemetered signal of the short-lead system
used.
EMERGENC Y EQUIPMENT

Throughou t the duration of this study. provision was made
for immediate cardiopulm onary resuscitatio n, if required.
Emergency equipment and supplies, consisting of a defibrillator-cardiov crtor, ~ a combinatio n oxygen resuscitato r-suction
aspirator. 1" an· automatic external cardiac massage press. 11
emergency tr~1cheostomy instrument s, and a ··crash"' cart
containing all appropriate drugs, were located in the testing
area adjacent to the fixed weapons detector.
PACEMAKE RS

The pacemaker s studied were in two groups: patients with
standard unipolar Cordis and bipolar r-.-tcdtronic ventricular
demand pacers. and a special group of patients with sensitive
unipolar Cordis pacers, pacing the atrium or the atrium and
the ventricle in sequence.

Group I (TaMe I J standard pacers: unipolar and bipolar.
The Ectocor 1291::7 (R-wave synchronou s) pulse generator
senses the ventricular electrical activity (R wave) and immediately delivers a pulse to the ventricle. If no R waves arc
sensed. the ventricle is paced at a predetermi ned fixed rate,
usually 72 beats/min. It also has a protective 2: I blocking
mechanism that becomes operative at a rate of 150 beats/min
and higher. A magnetic switch may be used to convert it
temporarily to a fixed-rate mode.
The Stanicor 143E7 (R-wave inhibited) unit also senses the
R wave (standard R sensitivity 2 mv). and. if an R wave is
"seen," no pulse is delivered to the ventricle. If no R wave
is ''seen," the unit paces the ventricle at a predetermi ned
fixed rate, usually 68 beats/min. A magnetic switch may be.
used to convert it temporarily to fixed rate. The unit has .e
noise rate slightly higher than the basic rate as protection
against unwanted inhibition by external electrical signals.
Medtronic demand models 5841 and 5842 arc bipolar
demand (R-wave inhibited) pulse generators with adjustable
rates and an R-wave sensitivity of 1.5 to 2.5 mv. Both
models deliver a fixed-rate pulse to the heart when the
sensing circuit does not "see" an R wave. Model 5842
reverts to a fixed rate, slower than the basic rate, in the
presence of strong outside interferenc e. ;\f ode! 5841 differs
from the other unit in that it ceases to deliver pulses to the
heart in the presence of strong interferenc e. Model 5841 is no
longer being produced and will disappear from use within 2
years.
Group 2 (Tahlc 2J se11sitire pacers. With the sensitive
Ectocor 129K7. the sensitivity is increased from 2 to I mv for
atrial pacing in order to sense the smaller E_,wave (5).
The sensitive Atricor 133B6 (A-V synchronou s) pulse
generator senses the ek:ctrical activity of the atrium (P wave)
and delivers a stimulating pulse to the ventricle after a
suitable delay ( 120 ms). causing it to contract. Normally, this
unit is sensitive to I mv, but units sensitive to 0.5 mv are
available and were used in the patients with transvenou s A-V
synchrono us pacers. The pacer has a 2: I blocking mechanism
to protect against excessively fast triggered rates. In the
event of loss of the triggering signal ( P wave). it reverts to
fixed-rate pacing at its basic rate, usually 60 beats/min (4).
TABLF.

I. Group l-.1t1111dard pacers

Type of, Pacing
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Block diagram of complete data acquisition system.

"Lifc,'l'al-; 33. Physio-Control Corp., 2607 Second Ave .. Seattle.
Wash. Wi12l.

"'Gloh.: Comp,1ct 11 Resu~citaltlr-lnh,dator-t\spirator. Globe lndu,tric,. Inc .. .n55 Richmond Road. Clen:land. Ohio 44122.
'' Rcnhd1 Cardia;; Press. Resuscitation L.ahorarorie~. Bridgep,in, ·
Conn .
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. Unipolar ventricular
Unipolar ventricular
Bipolar ventricular
Bipolar ventricular
TABI.E 2.'Gmup

Type of Pacemaker

Number of Palients

Ect0cor (I 29E7) (R.S.)
Stanicor(l43E7J(R.I.)

17
17

58-H (R.I.J

I

5842 (R.I)

3

2-s1•11Jitii·c pacl'rJ

Type of Pacing
Unipl>lar atrial •·
Unipolar A-V
synchronized
Unipolar A-V
sequential

Type of Pacemaker

!\umber of Patients

Ectocor ( 1291'7) ( P.S.)
,\tricor ( 133 86)

8
3

Ectocor (129K7)
Atricur (I 33B6)

3
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Tht: A-V sequentiitl (Ectoco r-Atrico r) system is not a
standar d ~ystem and requires further explana tion. In this-.
system a sensiti,·e Ectoco r (129K7) is used to pace the
atrium. Thi~ unit is sensitiv e to I mv for the smaller P wave.
instead of the usual sensitiv ity of 2 rnv when used for
ventric ular pacing. The atrial pacing signal is detecte d by a
separat e ekctroJ e in the ventricl e. which is connec ted to a
modified Atricor so arrange d that it senses and stimula tes
through a single electrod e. The standar d or sensitiv e Atricor
(133:\6 or 133136) is used in this system so that the unit is
sensitiv e to either 0.5 mv or the usual I mv. altered to I or 2
mv by the ~0,000-D resistor inserted in the modified pacer
plug to prntect the sensing circuit from the pacing signal.
Followi ng the pacing signal to the atrium. the ventricl e is
paced sequent ially after a 120-ms delay. In this system.
therefo re. both chambe rs are paced sequent ially. The atrial
pacer operate s on the !'-wave synchro nous standby principle;
the ventricl e is paced sequent ially by a unit that is triggered
by an electron ic atrial pacing signal. The ventric ular pulse
generat or contain s the usual 2: l blocking mechan ism when
the stimula ting rate exceed s twice the basic rate of the pulse
generat or. In the event of loss of the triggering signal, the
unit reverts to fixed-ra te pacing at its basic rate, usually 60
beats/m in.
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Procedu re

A total of 52 patients were studied . Before each day's
testing began. the magnetic field of the fixed weapon s
detecto r \Vas measur ed and standardized·. During the study.
field strength s up to 1.3 G at 100 Hz (zero to peak) were
detecte d using a portabl e search coil.
Each patient was met in the receiving area by one of the
authors . The test had already been explain ed to the patient
· by telepho ne. but a more comple te explan; ition was given at
the test site and the patient 's signatu re was obtaine d on an
informe d consent from.
A six-lead ECG (leads I, 2, 3, A YR, A VL, AVF) was
taken on each patient in the erect and supir:e position s after a
brief rest.'2 Approp riate parame ter tests of the pacema kers
were then carried out and recorde d, utilizing magnetic switch
operati on and externa l overdri ve of the pulse generat or when
appropr iate (3). Disposa ble electro des' 3 were then fixed to
the patient 's right arm. left arm, and central anterio r chest
for use with the telemet ry system. All prelimi nary studies
were carried out in rooms located at a conside rable distance
from the weapon s detecto r.
The patient was then led to the corrido r leading to the
weapon s detecto r. and the battery -power ed transmi tter was
connec ted and attache d to the patient' s gown or around his
neck (Fig. 8). The test w.1s not started until a clean. stable
signal- was obtaine d on both the oscillos cope and the paper
recorde r. If necessa ry. the electrod e wires were taped to the
12
Hewlett -Packard EKG Model 1511-A. l\ledical Electron ics Div
..
Hewlett -Packard Co.. 175 Wyman, Waltham . l\fass. 02154.
or
Cambrid ge EKG r-.fodel 1-708. Cambrid ge Instrume nt Co.,
Inc .. 73
Spring St., Os~ining. N. Y. I 0562.
13
Gel Pad Disposable Silver/Silver Ch!o"ride Electrod es, Binetics
Inc .• 30-tO_E. River Road, Dayton. Ohio 45439.

F10. 8.

Patient with electrodes and ECG tran~mitter in place.

patient to prevent motion artifact s. The p,,tient \\'as then
escorte d by a physici an through the weapo n, detecto r and
back to the starting point. Transit time in the weapon s
detecto r ranged from 5 to 10 second s. Contin uous monitor ing
was carried out through out the short walk up to the weapon s
detecto r, through it. and back to the staning p()int. If motion
artifact continu ed to be a problem . the patient ,, as taken
through the tes.t area in a wheelc hair. The ECG usually
could be read satisfac torily in spite of the magnet ometer
interfer ence (Fig. 9). If the interfer ence ,, a'- excessi ve. the
filtered tracing was studied (Fig. 10).
The hand-he ld weapon s detecto rs were useJ during transit
to and from the walkwa y on two p2.tient~ in the most
sensitiv e pacer group and on one pa,ient in a stand,1rd
sensitiv ity pacer group (Stanic or).
After the study was comple ted. the u-amr. itter and electrodes were remove d and the patient v. a5 r.:turne d to the
waiting room for a one-ho ur rest. period ..-\, th:, time. the sixlead ECG tracings were repeate d in tr_e er::-::t and supine
position s. All patients were questio ned ;;:':er ~\ro-u re It) the
weapon s detecto r and at the conclu~ ion 0f ,~.e st uJy as to
any adverse effects. After comple ti,,n 0:· :he ::i,t electro cardiogram . the patients \\'ere dischar ged.
·
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FIG. I I. ECG trace (sensitive Atricor. A-V synchronous pacing) in
WD-4 passway with magnetometer switcheJ on. Filter condition "all
pass.·· Note periodic slowing of rate without prior increase in rate.

llll;ttl

FIG. 10. ECG trace (sensitive Ectocor P-S standby atrial pacing) in
WD-4 passway with magnetometer switched on. A. Filter condition
"all pass ... Rati: cannot be accurately determined. B ... Filter in:· No
rate change seen on clear filtered trace.

In the A-V sequential group. minimal changes in artrial
and ventricular pacing occurred in two patients for one or
two beats at a time. but a more extensive change occurred in
the third patient with loss of A-V synchrony (Fig. 12).
Nevertheless, after the patient left the magnetic field. these
effects disappeared immediately. None of the patients were
aware of these changes.
5. No pacer ceased to function while in the magnetometer
field.
6. Post-test ECGs showed no change in rate in any
pacemaker.
7. No patient was aware of any symptoms on passing
through the WD-4 Weapons Detector.

1'

t 'i' · t

Fifty-two patients with permanently implanted. triggered
pacemakers were exposed to the active magnetic field of the
Westinghouse WD-4; two patients selected from the most
sensitive A-V sequential pacer group and one from the
standard group were also exposed to the hand-held detectors.
The findings were as follows:
I. The hand-held detectors did not affect either the two
patients with sensitive pacers or the one with a standard
pacer and therefore were not tested further on other patients.
2. No standard ventricular pacemaker, unipolar or bipolar.
was affected by any of the weapons. detectors.
3. Of the eight patients in the sensitive pacer group who
had the sensitive Ectocor ( I mv) pacing the atrium, one
patient showed an increase in rate for one beat only. This is
within the pQssibility of chance, because it was not seen on a
-repeat test.
4. In the two groups with the sensitive Atricor (0.5 mv).
the A-V synchronous pacing group and the A-V sequential
pacing group. a brief change in rate ·occurred in all three
· patients in each group. In two of the three patients in the AV synchronous group. the rate increased over a one or twobe:tt period; followed by either a ~: I hlocking mechanism or
a loss of P-wave St!nsing that caused the pulse generator to
revert to its slower fixed rate for one or two beats. In one
patient there was no prior increase in rate. but the rate
,dropped from 100 beats/min to 60 beats/min for ont: or two
beats and then reverted to normal pacing. This suggested that
los,; of !'-wave synchrony rather than a ~: I blocking mecha
nism had occurred (Fig. 11).
,.
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F1G. 12. ECG trace (sensitive Ectocor-sensitive Atricor. A-V sequential
pacing) in WD-4 passway with magnetometer s,,"itched on. and filter
in. Note separate spike potentials A for atrial and V for ventricular
pacing. Rate is 7:. beats/min. There is a constant short P-R interval
( l:!O ms). The third beat shows the atrial pacer increasing to 93 beats/min
and the ventricular pacer to 114 beats/min. The atrial pacer then reverts
to 72 beats/min. but the ventricular pacer increases its rate-firing before
the atrial spike. It then blocks to a slower rate, speeds up. and slows
again completely independent oft.he atrial pacer. In the eighth and
ninth beats of the tracing. the ventricular pacer fires at its basic fixed
rate of 60 beats/min and triggers the atrial pacer to fire a zero delay
impulse so that both spikes are fused. Both pacers then fire separately,
the atrial before the ventricular. with a lengthening P-R interval until
the normal sequence is restored in the last complex shown.

Disrnssion

All the pacemakers tested (except the obsolete !\ledtronic
841) have built-in mechanisms designed to protect the
atient against extrinsic electromagnetic interference. In all
cases iri which the rate increased or slowed. these mechanisms
remained operable and clinically safe rates were maintained.
Although A-V synchrony was lost in the sequential group,
significant competition did not occur because each pulse
generator paced a different chamber. No potentially dangerous competitive ventricular pacing was observed in any case.
In one patient. the ability of the pulse generator to discrimi.nate between the R wave and the interfering electromagnetic
signal was wdl demonstrated (Fig. UJ.
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FIG. 13. ECG tra<.:c (Stanicor R-1 demand ,·entricul;tr pacing) in WD-4
passway. ~bgnetnmctcr switched on. Filter condition .. all pass." In
spite of the interfering electromagnetic field. the pub,e generator correctly identifies intrinsic R waves in the fourth and ninth beats of the
trace, recycles ,m them. and fires at the appropriate interval after each.

The weapons detectors produced no effect on patients in
the first group with standard pacemakers. It is probable that
95%-or more of the patients with permanent pacemakers will
have either a triggered pacemaker of the type tested in this
group or a fixed-rate unit. However, because it is likely that
some of the more sophisticated systems such as the sensitive
atrial, A-V synchronous, and A-V sequential pacing systems
will find more general use. we included them in the study.
Although these sensitive unipolar units arc more affected by

(

the magnetic field of the fixed weapons detector l\\'cstinghouse WD-4) _in di1:ect ~roportion to t~eir scn~iti\ity. and
related to their unipolanty. the resulting brief 1rans11ory
an h~ thmi,'.s are not clinically significant.
We believe that the weapons detectors tested may be
~afelv used with patients havinc any of the triggered pace~
._
makers
tested.
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